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The advent of deep learning (DL) technologies has paved the way for a plethora of 

applications, the creation of hyperrealistic images via generative adversarial networks 

(GANs) being a compelling example. However, these synthetic images, nearly 

indistinguishable from genuine ones to the human eye, can be exploited for nefarious 

activities such as cybercrime, extortion, politically motivated campaigns, propaganda, 

among others. This paper proposes a deep ensemble learning approach to detect such 

counterfeit images, aiming to mitigate the issues arising from deepfake multimedia. The 

impetus for engaging ensemble models stems from their capacity to reduce the 

generalization error of predictions, provided the foundational models exhibit diversity and 

independence. Consequently, the prediction error diminishes when an ensemble approach 

is deployed. In this study, the CASIA v2 benchmark datasets, comprising 12,323 color 

images (5,123 originals and 7,200 counterfeits), were utilized. This investigation employed 

an ensemble of 13 pre-trained CNN models. The ensemble technique amalgamates these 

models to form a comprehensive perceptual model, wherein each model contributes to the 

final outcome. The classification predictions from each model are considered a 'vote', with 

the majority verdict serving as the final prediction. The proposed methodology was also 

juxtaposed with prevailing techniques. Assessment of our approach's efficacy revealed a 

100% accuracy rate, 97.75% precision, 87.46% recall, and 99.9% AUC, underscoring the 

improvement offered by the proposed system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital media, such as digital images and documents, should 

be authenticated against forgery because of the availability of 

potent editing and manipulation tools. Newspapers, digital 

forensics, scientific research, medicine, and other 

professionals rely on digital photographs. Currently, digital 

photos are widely used and shared on social networking 

platforms. Digital photographs are regarded as one of the most 

important sources of knowledge. Using the widespread 

exchange of images and their platforms, such as Instagram, 

WhatsApp, Telegram, and Wikipedia, it is difficult to identify 

genuine photos of those that have been doctored. The 

availability of numerous photo-manipulation software tools 

makes it increasingly challenging to determine the authenticity 

of an image. Common passive picture forgery methods include 

splicing and copy-movement. To conceal certain vital 

information, one part is copied and pasted over another section 

in the same image in the copy-move forgeries. On the other 

hand, image splicing involves cutting and pasting one portion 

of one image over another region to generate an innovative 

digital image. Based on the aforementioned categorization, the 

fundamental concept of forgery detection is to discover an area 

with identical characteristics in the copy-move or wholly 

separate region in the spliced picture. The same pipeline is 

used by all forgery detection algorithms, which include 

matching, feature extraction, and postprocessing. Copy/move 

image forgery detection is simpler to identify than picture 

splicing because identical contours of an object can be easily 

detected in the same image owing to their identical sizes, 

transitions, and textures. Different textures, sizes, and 

transition properties are introduced during image splicing, 

making it difficult to detect fraud [1].  

The detection of photomontage forgeries depends on the 

traces left behind after image manipulation. Inconsistency, 

camera-caused edge discontinuity, and geometric and 

illumination conditions are among the most common image-

splicing concerns [2]. Multiple cameras capture images with 

distinct properties, and indication manipulation can be 

confirmed [3]. Additionally, dithering can lead to 

discrepancies in lighting. Because an image is subjected to two 

successive compression operations, a double quantization 

effect may result in the appearance of icing artifacts [4, 5]. 

Image manipulation typically leaves no visible traces; 

however, the image statistics can be altered. Copy and move 

[5] and cut-and-paste [6] recognition methods. After training

on large datasets, cutting-edge algorithms such as MobileNet,

CNN, and ResNet50v2 can identify and automatically extract

possible characteristics owing to advancements in deep

learning. CNN-based feature extraction includes in-depth
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features used for assessing the image quality [7], re-

identification of a person [8], and classification of skin lesions 

[9]. These extracted features are integrated into the inherent 

structural patterns of the data. This is the primary reason for 

their non-discriminatory and robust architecture as opposed to 

handcrafted features [9]. Inspired by the deep learning method, 

this study presents a deep ensemble-based learning strategy for 

authentic/forged picture recognition [10, 11]. Here, by 

evaluating 13 independent CNN models as base learners, a 

deep ensemble learning technique was employed to obtain a 

good data-driven classifier fit. In the last few decades, many 

studies have been conducted to detect fake images. Deep 

learning detects accurate data and delivers explainable 

decisions and forensic analysis of an attention-based 

intelligible deep fake detector. The attention blocks examine 

the decision-making face of the model. To push the model to 

accommodate more facial parts without losing attention, it 

lowers and broadens the area. Researchers apply the Grad-

CAM explanation to evaluate the models' attention map 

decisions and score 92.4% on the DFDC, a challenging dataset 

[12].  

To identify Deepfake movies, ResNext uses a CNN 

algorithm with Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM). The built 

Deep-Learning (DL) model achieved 91% accuracy on the 

Celeb-Df dataset [13]. The COMSATS face database may 

assist future face identification and detection systems in 

improving their efficiency and reliability, including age 

estimation, gender classification, intellect, emotion, 

expression, age prediction, and modeling of facial features. 

The simulation results of the suggested database prove that the 

PAL face identification method can be reliably used for low-

resolution pictures of face posture fluctuations in real time [14]. 

D3 is an ensemble-based method for deepfake detection that 

outperforms adversarial training and previous ensemble-based 

adversarial example defenses in terms of robustness. D3 is an 

ensemble-based method for spotting deepfakes, which greatly 

enhances adversarial resilience compared with adversarial 

training and other ensemble-based adversarial example 

defenses. GAN-generated deepfakes have redundancy in their 

frequency-space artifacts. Using this redundancy, we may 

construct disparate ensembles that foil the adversary's plan to 

focus on the commonly exploited characteristics. Technically, 

the ensemble strategy shrinks the subspace where adversarial 

deepfakes reside, and empirically, we establish that D3 

provides substantial improvements in adversarial resilience 

under multiple attacks [15, 16]. The researchers utilized seven 

GAN-generated datasets and two open-source natural datasets 

(FFHQ and CelebA). The results of the experiments reveal that 

the proposed technique achieves a higher generalization 

accuracy than the modern current methods. In addition, the 

projected method is strong in contrast to attacks such as the 

insertion of Gaussian noise and blur [17]. Other systems 

cannot employ all the deepfake models. The deep learning 

system can detect them, but using the same model for various 

deepfakes may reduce the precision. Many of these methods 

are expensive and may become a practical issue. To identify 

deepfakes disseminating disinformation, average people must 

run models using ordinary people on their devices [18]. 

Furthermore, the regular use of various success metrics within 

papers has constrained our investigation, making it difficult to 

evaluate models rather than the models themselves [19]. 

DFDT is a vision-transformer-based end-to-end deepfake 

detection system. Unlike CNN-based deepfake detection 

methods, DFDT employs vision transformer networks to 

encode both local image characteristics and global pixel 

associations. DFDT outperforms many benchmarks, including 

Celeb-DF (V2), Face Forensics++, and Wild Deepfake, by 

99.41%, 99.31%, and 81.35%, respectively. DFDT's cross-

manipulation and cross-dataset generalization improved its 

efficacy [20].  

This study examined the efficiency of score-level fusion in 

deepfake detection using the complementarity of six distinct 

state-of-the-art detectors. Several fusion strategies have been 

investigated, which can be broadly classified as non-

parametric fusion, weighted average fusion, and classification 

model fusion. This was achievable because all the models 

under consideration were trained using comparable data from 

the FF++dataset (except ResNet, which was trained on an ad-

hoc basis sample), allowing us to emphasize the merits of each 

fusion model [21]. By contrast, neural network algorithms 

include Xception, NAS-Net, VGG16, and MobileNet. All the 

study models were built using the benchmark deepfake dataset, 

which included genuine and fake faces. With applied learning 

approaches and state-of-the-art studios, the proposed DFP 

methodology outperformed other methods. For deep fake 

detection, the proposed model achieved an accuracy of 94%. 

Neural network approaches were confirmed using the 

confusion analysis method and examined using time series 

analysis [22]. 

The major contributions of this study are as follows: 

(1) Proposed deep ensemble-based learning method for

detecting false images. 

(2) Consideration of 13 CNN classification models as

base learners. 

(3) The final identification of fake images was based on

the probabilistic ensemble approach. 

(4) The input images were taken in variable sizes,

categories, and extensions for a rigorous evaluation of the 

method. 

(5) This method outperformed the existing methods.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The 

materials and methodology are detailed in Section 2. Section 

3 records the findings and provides a detailed discussion. 

Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 4. 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODOLOGY

This section details the dataset and the adapted 

methodology. 

2.1 About dataset 

The CASIA v2 dataset contains 12,323 color photos, 5123 

authentic images, and 7200 forgeries. This collection contains 

photos with size variants ranging from 320×240 to 800×600, 

in addition to uncompressed TIFF, JPEG, and BMP examples. 

A genuine sample was derived from the dataset [23]. In 

contrast, the tampered subset was created by Splicing in 

Photoshop with pre- and postprocessing after blurring the 

authentic subset. Figure 1 shows the original and fake photos 

of the CASIA v2 dataset [24]. The particular image subset is 

broken down into nine different categories, which are as 

follows: scene, animal, architecture, character, plant, article, 

nature, indoors, and texture. 
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Figure 1. Samples of CASIA_V2 

2.2 Proposed methodology 

Computer vision applications, including image 

categorization, with unrivaled accuracy and robustness [6, 11, 

25-27]. Therefore, we trained multiple categorization

architectures rather than focusing on a single-model

architecture to ensure the reliability of the results. Here, 13

CNN models were chosen: Xception [11, 28-30],

InceptionResNetV2 [31], DenseNet121 [32], MobileNetV2

[33], ResNet101 [34-36], VGG16 [37], AlexNet [38], Vgg19

[39], Resnet18 [40], Resnet50 [41], InceptionV3 [42],

GoogleNet [43], and ShuffleNet [44]. Deep ensemble-based

learning is generally characterized by assembling a set of

predictions derived from various deep convolutional neural

network (CNN) models. However, current revolutionary

practices involve reframing ensemble deep learning by

integrating data, most typically predictions, for a single

conclusion. As shown in Figure 2, this knowledge or

prediction can be derived from numerous independent models

for a single model. Computational features and softmax

classification (with scores) were used to evaluate each pipeline

model in the ensemble (cited in Algorithm 1). Current state-

of-the-art prediction methods use ensemble networks with

average softmax classifier score values. To create a

probabilistic classifier, we took the best possible score from

each pipeline's implementation of the softmax classifier and

averaged them together. As shown in Figure 3, this is premised

on the idea that, given a test image, a pipeline model that has

learned the characteristics properly would recognize it with a

reasonably high probability. The dataset contained nine

different image subsets: scene, animal, architecture, character,

plant, article, nature, indoor, and texture. In these nine subsets

of images, no particular CNN model provided satisfactory

results for the classification of fake and original images.

Therefore, we consider 13 CNN models, introduce the

ensemble technique, and take the results of the best one with

respect to the maximum voting value for the final prediction.

Figure 2. Probabilistic ensemble approach of multiple 

classifiers 

Figure 3. The proposed approach for the detection of fake 

images 

Algorithm 1. Identification of fake images 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

In this part of the article, the outcomes of using the proposed 

strategy are shown, and in subsequent sections, alternative 

machine learning models are tested utilizing the same dataset. 

The models' overall performance was determined by analyzing 

the test data with which they were provided. MATLAB 2021a 

was used to construct the aforementioned model, which was 

developed on an Intel(R) Core (TM) i7-12th generation CPU. 

The trials were carried out using a graphics processing unit 

(GPU) from NVIDIA RTX 3050 Ti equipped with between 4 

and 16 gigabytes of random-access memory (RAM). Image 

splicing is a frequent kind of image forgeries in which a 

section from one image is copied and pasted into another, so 

forming a composite image that is referred to as a spliced 

image [45, 46]. Copy-move forgery is a prevalent and simple 

image-manipulation technique in which at least one 

component of an image is copied, moved, and pasted into other 

areas of the same image to duplicate or remove items from the 

image [45, 47]. Splicing is the most common method for 

creating fake images. Therefore, for a rigorous evaluation of 

the model, the CASIA_V2 dataset contained spliced and 

blurred images. Again, the photographs come in a variety of 

sizes and include a wide variety of subject matter, including 

scenery, animals, architecture, characters, plants, articles, 

nature, inside, and textures. Additionally, the images come in 

a variety of file formats, including JPEG, BMP, and TIFF. 

Again, the model’s performance was evaluated using 5-fold 

cross-validation techniques [48]. Typically, five-fold cross-

validation (CV) is a process in which all data are randomly 

split into k folds; in our case, k=5, and then the model has 

trained on the k-1 folds, while one-fold is left to test the model. 

This process is carried out k times in total. The measurements 

of the confusion matrix were determined by taking the average 

of all of the repeats. Figure 4. depicts how well the suggested 

approach works in practice. 
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Figure 4. Performance of proposed model (a) Loss curve (b) 

Precision-recall curve (c) Precision curve (d) Recall curve 

Figure 5. Confusion matrix of deep ensemble approach to 

identify fake images 

Figure 4 shows the loss, precision-recall (PRC), precision, 

and recall curves for five epochs. Furthermore, the 

performance achieved by the deep ensemble-based learning 

model for detecting fake images in terms of accuracy was 

100%, precision was 97.75%, recall was 87.46%, AUC was 

99.3%, PRC was 99.18%, and loss was 1.39%. Finally, the 

confusion matrix of the proposed deep ensemble-based 

learning method is illustrated in Figure 5. 

Table 1. Comparison with existing methods 

References 

Method of 

Creating 

Fake 

Images 

Images Categories Performance 

[46] 
Image 

splicing 

fix size image 

384×256 with JPEG 

extension 

0.52 MCC 

score 

[47] 
Copy-move 

and splicing 

Variable size images 

ranging from 

320×240 to 800×600 

with JPEG, BMP, 

and TIFF extension 

90.09% 

accuracy 

[48] 
Copy-move 

and splicing 

Variable size images 

ranging from 

320×240 to 800×600 

with JPEG, BMP, 

and TIFF extension 

99.3% accuracy 

Proposed 

method 

Copy-move 

and splicing 

Variable size images 

ranging from 

320×240 to 800×600 

with JPEG, BMP, 

and TIFF extension 

100% accuracy 

Again, a comparative analysis with state-of-art methods was 

carried out, as shown in Table 1. 

From Table 1, it is clear that the proposed method for 

detecting fake images outperformed existing methods. 

4. CONCLUSIONS

This study presents a novel framework for detecting and 

classifying deep fake images more accurately than many 

existing systems. The proposed method employs ensemble 

learning to improve the performance of the model in the 

detection of fake images. In this day and technology, we must 

be able to distinguish between genuine and manipulated 

photos. This paper proposes a deep ensemble-based learning 

strategy for spotting fake photos. The framework proposed 

here relies on the probabilistic ensemble technique, which 

considers the aggregate output of 13 CNN classification 

models in terms of the probability score. The deep ensemble-

based learning model achieved 100% accuracy, 97.75% 

precision, 87.46% recall, 99.3% AUC, 99.18% PRC, and 

1.39% loss in recognizing false images. Furthermore, the 

proposed model outperformed previous techniques. It is 

important to note that innovative work has a significant impact 

on society. Using this technology, false victims can quickly 

determine whether an image is authentic or not. People will 

maintain their vigilance because our work will enable them to 

identify profound fake images. 
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